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My Recovery Started At Breakfast                                                                 from Blog on NAMI.org website 
By Bob Griggs | Apr. 09, 2018  
  
I left church in a panic.  I couldn’t stand being there with all the reminders of my failures as a minister.  Driving 
home, I fought the urge to smash my car into the large elm tree at the end of our block.  I called my wife; thank God 
her phone was on and she picked up.  She rushed home, made a few calls, loaded me in the car and drove me to 
the hospital.  A blur at admission, I found myself in the ER banging my head against the wall.  A short time later, I 
heard the click of the lock on the door of the psych unit to which I had been involuntarily admitted.  Thirty-two years 
as a minister, and this is where I ended up. 
 
They gave me a wrist band, some light slippers with friction strips on the bottom and a room without a key.  They 
took my belt, my shoelaces, even my dental floss.  That night, the drugs they gave me knocked me out.  Still, this 
drugged sleep was better than all the nights when I had lain awake hour after hour, drenched in sweat, reviewing in 
my mind the previous day’s failures and humiliations.  
 
The next morning, they gave me a breakfast tray with three strips of bacon, French toast, OJ and coffee.  This 
bacon was perfect—kind of crunchy, but not too dry, the absolute best thing that I had tasted in months.  The 
French toast also made my taste buds sing. 
 
Following the worst day of my life, I had slept—like a zombie, maybe, but slept nonetheless—and then I enjoyed 
my breakfast.  In my growing depression, I had lost the ability to enjoy anything, but that morning, I enjoyed my 
breakfast.  Such a little thing, an institutional breakfast on a tray, but it was the first good thing I had had in a long 
time. 
 
Breakfast has since become a symbol of hope for me.  My depression had taken my hope away—or so I thought. 
But a breakfast tray proved me wrong.  I learned that, at its simplest and most basic level, hope is a lot tougher and 
more resilient than I had given it credit for.  At its core, hope is simply having something to look forward to, and 
most anything will do.  
 
Once you start hoping for one thing, it’s a lot easier to hope for other things: Maybe there will be a good breakfast 
tomorrow.  Maybe I won’t hurt as much tomorrow.  And on and on. 



 
 
Releasing My Burden 
Besides breakfast, not a lot good happened during my first days on the psych unit.  I needed to be there, but I 
hated being there.  Every day, I went to group therapy twice.  At first, I just endured it, then I began to really listen to 
the stories some of my fellow patients were telling.  My heart ached for them—so much pain, loss and anger.  Not 
me, though.  I kept everything bottled up inside, not telling anyone, not even my wife, how much I was hurting. 
Nobody knew I was beating myself up inside for my every failure, for every person I thought I’d let down, for all the 
things I’d left undone. 
 
Something about group, though, and the courage of the other patients who had opened up finally propelled me to 
tell my story.  And once I started, it all came pouring out.  Afterward, one group member asked me to have lunch 
with him.  Another member told me that I was just the kind of minister she had been looking for—a real person who 
would understand her and not make her feel guilty. 
 
As I shared more in later groups, other patients and the group leader helped me talk about my successes and my 
failures.  They helped me realize I didn’t need to be so hard on myself; nobody’s perfect.  I began to see my failures 
as part of what it is to be a human being.  I wasn’t alone. 
 
“Forgiveness” is the word for this.  And forgiveness, especially self-forgiveness, has been essential to my recovery. 
In the worst of my depression, my mistakes became self-accusative thoughts with a life of their own, haunting me at 
night, preoccupying my mind during the day.  First in the group, then later in therapy, I learned to forgive myself, to 
let my go of my mistakes. 
 
When I returned to work about a year after my hospitalization, I returned with a much clearer sense of self and with 
a willingness to ask for help when I needed it.  For me, asking for help is a learned skill.  For many years, I had tried 
to be a minister without asking for help.  I took responsibility for everything, making it all my job.  As my therapist 
once said, I tried to carry the church around on my back.  No wonder I was exhausted and stressed beyond 
endurance. 
 
I worked for another eight years after my hospitalization, and partly retired two years ago.  I have since hit a few 
rough patches from time to time, and there have been some nights when sleep did not come easily.  But I never felt 
tempted to run my car into the elm tree at the end of our block or bang my head against the wall.  Besides, I know 
that no matter how badly things are going with me at any given moment, all I need to do is close my eyes and 
remember my tray with the bacon, French toast, OJ and coffee. 
 
Bob Griggs is an ordained minister in the United Church of Christ living in St. Louis Park, Minn. He is the author of A Pelican of 
the Wilderness: Depression, Psalms, Ministry, and Movies. He is also a regular volunteer at Vail Place, a clubhouse for people 
living with mental illness. 
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Building Bonds Behind Bars with NAMI Peer-to-Peer                                         from BLOG on NAMI.org website 

By Sarah O'Brien | Apr. 02, 2018  
 
Walking toward the building, I could feel my heart beat a little faster.  I had never been inside a prison before. 
Though I knew to expect it, having to surrender my phone, my keys and other possessions was unnerving.  The 
metal detector went off because of a button or clasp on my pants, and there was no joking about it.  When the first 
set of doors boomed to a close behind me, I jumped a little.  Then the second set of doors shut.  Knowing that I 
could leave didn’t help; I still felt trapped when I heard all those doors lock behind me. 
 
I was inside the Iowa Correctional Institution for Women (ICIW) to co-lead a three-day NAMI Peer-to-Peer training. 
NAMI Peer-to-Peer helps people with mental health conditions notice and manage emotional triggers, develop 
interpersonal skills and take charge of their lives.  It also provides a safe place for deep, personal sharing in a peer-
led setting.  It is an exceptional program—built around the assumption that every person with a mental health 
condition has value and potential—that has touched the lives of over 50,000 people since it started in 2001. 
 
NAMI Iowa has partnered with ICIW since 2013 to provide NAMI Peer-to-Peer.  Together, they show how peer-
support programs can be successful in correctional environments.  I was there to train some of the women who had 
already attended the program, so they could lead their own NAMI Peer-to-Peer classes inside the prison walls. 



 
 
Creating a Safe Space 
ICIW has a beautiful campus with some gardens that the women tend.  The buildings have big windows that let in 
lots of light.  But beneath the surface of that serene landscape is constant tension: bullying, fights, arguments. 
Guards circulate the grounds at all times.  Residents are watched closely.  People talk in whispers about who is in 
the “hole” (slang for solitary confinement).  There are code words, tough fronts and nowhere to feel fully relaxed. 
 
During our training weekend, we carefully built a space of emotional safety that helped the women bond across the 
distances they had created from others for their self-preservation.  They wanted a space where they could cry 
safely; they felt as though they’d been thrown away and forgotten by the world.  Through our conversations, I found 
a softness behind their armor. 
 
Many of these women had experienced trauma at a young age.  What should have been the innocent, early years 
of their lives were often marred by physical and psychological abuse, or exposure to drugs and alcohol.  It was hard 
for me to understand how a woman could commit acts of sexual abuse toward her own family member until I 
understood that she had been repeatedly sexually abused by her own father as a child. 
 
These are things people don’t like to talk about because they are uncomfortable and leave us feeling like crime is a 
grayer area than we might believe.  We might argue, “Well, I know someone who experienced that kind of trauma 
as a child and didn’t end up in prison.”  Fair enough, but this response doesn’t address an underlying question: 
Why do some people bounce back from trauma and continue on to live stable and productive lives, while others 
don’t? 
 
This is a question to which we don’t know the answer.  One thing I do know (from both personal experience and  
from talking to others) is that mental distress makes us more susceptible to stress.  As someone who has been 
diagnosed with bipolar disorder, I often observe myself to be more sensitive and easily imbalanced by things that 
bounce off the surface of other people.  My behaviors and perceptions require a reality check from time to time, and 
the ongoing treatment and support I receive from family, friends, my faith community and medical treatment are 
critical to my feeling well and making sound decisions.  For me, resiliency is all about having the right supports. 
 
When I met these women and heard their stories, I was shocked by how much they struggled—often with no 
medical or emotional support at all.  They did what they could do with what they were dealt, often in complete 
isolation.  I couldn’t help but think, “This could have been me, given other circumstances.” 
 
For some women in ICIW, NAMI Peer-to-Peer was their first opportunity to learn about mental health and ways to 
manage symptoms.  One of the women said, “If only I had known all this when I was younger, I don’t think I would 
be here today.” 
 
I thought about her words—words from a woman who had spent 15 years in prison and had 15 more to go—and 
wondered what would have happened had she received treatment and support in her community instead of where 
she received it for the first time: here, in prison. 
 
My blood boils over this consideration.  How is it that these women received their first support for mental health in a 
prison?  Keep in mind that this isn’t an Iowa problem; it is nationwide.  Jails and prisons have become treatment 
centers.  Today, 10 times more people with mental health conditions are in correctional settings than in hospitals, 
and one in five people in jails and prisons has a serious mental illness, according to the National Center for Mental  
Health and Juvenile Justice. 
 
“What Motivates You to Teach?” 
I was speaking with one woman after class who told me that her motivation to teach NAMI Peer-to-Peer came from 
someone believing in her. “They said to me, ‘I am so angry at you,’ and I asked them, ‘Why?’  The person 
answered, ‘You had everything going for you.  You had an education.  You are a born leader.  Why aren’t you 
leading?’”  
 
In that moment, she began to believe in her own potential and looked for opportunities to help her peers.  Another 
woman told me the program gives her a sense of purpose—the thought that she could help someone who will be 
released, or that she could motivate a person who is at “the end of their rope,” provides meaning in a life that often 
feels empty. 
 



In a prison, nothing belongs to you that can’t be taken away unexpectedly.  One day, some of the women were told 
they had to take down pictures of loved ones from the walls of their “rooms” (which are small cubes shared by two 
or more women).  It may seem like a small thing, but those pictures were their lifelines. 
 
No matter how many gardens you plant in a prison, no matter how many windows there are, the walls are still there. 
You can never grab a burger and chat with a friend or take comfort in a pet.  You can never feel…okay.  And for 
some, their sentences mean that they might never set foot outside a prison again.  This made it difficult to leave 
when the time came. 
 
Driving away on a road that I was free to choose, I realized that these women were still with me; the memory of 
them had been etched on my heart.  Their grit and resilience revealed to me that strength and purpose can live 
anywhere.  Their hunger for freedom reminded me of all the things I take for granted.  And their willingness to learn 
and grow and change—and help others do the same—gave me hope. 
 
My wish for the women of the ICIW is that they experience freedom in their hearts, they feel peace in their minds, 
they continue to find the strength to help others, and finally, that they know they will never be forgotten. 
 
Sarah O’Brien is manager of national education programs at NAMI. 
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Annual Child & Adolescent Mental Health Conference 
June 8, 2018 
Pittsburgh Airport Marriott 
 
NAMI Keystone Pennsylvania’s Annual Child and Adolescent Mental Health Conference will take place on Friday, 
June 8, 2018 at the Pittsburgh Airport Marriott. This day-long event unifies families, caregivers, and behavioral 
health professionals who will discuss best practices and new discoveries in youth mental wellness. 
 
Two keynote speakers, Ross W. Greene, Ph.D. and Dior Vargas, bring different backgrounds, perspectives, and 
methods to a similar mission: crossing boundaries and overcoming obstacles to improve behavioral health care.  
Call the NAMI office for more information:  412 366-3788 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2018 NAMI National Convention 
June 27 – 30, 2018 
New Orleans, LA 

The NAMI National Convention is one of the largest annual gatherings of mental health advocates in the nation. 
The 2018 NAMI National Convention will convene at the Sheraton New Orleans on Canal St. in the heart of New 
Orleans, June 27 -30. 

This year's theme "Live. Learn. Share hope." describes the NAMI experience. Our collective voice spreads hope 
that recovery is possible and families can be whole again. 

The NAMI National Convention connects people affected by mental illness who are looking for resources, research 
and support. Attendees include individuals with mental illness, family members, caregivers, advocates, 
policymakers, educators, researchers, clinicians and press. 
 
5 Great Reasons to Attend 

1. Learn from experts who share exciting research, tools and treatment options 
2. Hear powerful stories and make connections with people you can relate to 
3. Deepen your recovery toolbox with advanced support and coping methods 
4. Earn continuing education credits as a licensed counselor, social worker or registered nurse  
5. Develop NAMI leadership skills that can take the NAMI movement to the next level 

Call the NAMI office for more information:  412 366-3788 



NAMI MEETINGS – 2018 
 

  January – No Meeting    July 4, 2018 – To Be Determined 
  February – No Meeting   August 1, 2018 
  March 7, 2018     September 5, 2018 
  April 4, 2018     October 3, 2018 
  May 2, 2018     November 7, 2018 
  June 6, 2018     December 5, 2018 
 
 
 

 


